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The Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) protein EB2 is an mRNA export factor essential for virus production
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1. ABSTRACT

2. INTRODUCTION

The EBV early protein EB2 (aka Mta, SM and
BMLF1) shares properties with mRNA export factors. It
shuttles between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, and
interacts with RNA both in vitro and in vivo but with no
apparent sequence specificity. EB2 induces the cytoplasmic
accumulation of mRNAs generated from intronless and
intron-containing genes, likely through interactions with
cellular export factors of the TAP/p15 pathway. Using a
cell line carrying a viral genome with the EB2 gene
deleted, it has been shown that EB2 is essential for the
production of infectious virions by facilitating the nuclear
export of a subset of early and late viral mRNAs, a function
regulated by CK2 phosphorylation of EB2. There are
docking sites for both CK2 subunits and for the
heterotetrameric enzyme in the EB2 N- and C-terminal
domains. Accordingly, EB2 and CK2 co-purify as a
complex in which CK2 phosphorylates EB2. CK2
phosphorylation of EB2 at one of the Ser-55, Ser-56 and
ser-57 is critical for its mRNA export function and as a
consequence, for infectious virus production.

The Epstein-Barr virus infects more than 95% of
the human adult population. The primary infection is
generally silent, but can be the direct cause of a benign
disease called infectious mononucleosis (1). After the
primary infection, EBV persists lifelong in a latent state, in
a sub-population of resting memory B cells (2). The
persistence is considered a risk factor for the emergence of
EBV-associated malignancies Burkitt’s Lymphoma (BL),
Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma (NPC), gastric carcinomas,
Hodgkin’s disease, post-transplant lymphoproliferation
disorders (PTLD), T/NK nasal lymphomas, AIDSassociated lymphomas and leiomyosarcomas (reviewed in
(3, 4)). EBV has also recently been found in some breast
carcinomas biopsies (5-7). Although the hallmark of
latency is the absence of a complete viral productive cycle
in vitro, EBV productively replicates in vivo in mucosal
epithelia and infectious virions are found intermittently in
the saliva of healthy carriers (8). This is likely due to the
latent infection of blood-borne mononuclear cells that
migrate to the oral epithelium where they differentiate into
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the EB2 gene, mRNAs and protein product. The relative position (numbers) of the
initiation codons, stop codons, borders of the intron, cleavage-polyadenylation site and ORFs are given according to the EBV
sequence reconstituted from the B95-8 and Raji genomes (107). At least four mRNAs are transcribed from the EB2 gene locus,
and are initiated at two promoters pM and pM1, processed by facultative splicing and cleaved and polyadenylated at the same
position (70443). In the unspliced mRNAs, the BSLF2 and BMLF1 ORFs are not in phase. The 479 amino acid EB2 protein is
expressed from an extension of the BSLF2 ORF generated by excision of the intron from the small precursor RNA initiated at
promoter pM. The position of the TATA box, the ZRE (ZEBRA/EB1 Responsive Element) and the RRE (R Responsive Element)
in the pM promoter, are relative to the transcription initiation site +1.
Langerhans cells and initiate productive EBV replication
(9, 10). Interestingly, there is strong evidence that
reactivation is required for the emergence of EBV
associated malignancies (11-13). In vivo, reactivation
has also been linked to terminal differentiation of
latently infected B cells into plasma cells (14, 15) but
the signals and the molecular mechanisms that trigger
the switch from latency to the productive cycle are not
yet known. However, there are models in which some
molecular aspects of reactivation have been extensively
studied. EBV activates and induces the proliferation of
primary B cells in vitro, a process also called
immortalization, leading to the establishment of
permanently dividing lymphoblasts. In these cells, there
is no productive cycle, and the EBV transcriptome
defines a latency of type III which is characterized by
the expression of eleven genes, some of which are
directly involved in the immortalization process
(reviewed in (3)). Cell lines have also been established
from EBV-positive BL biopsies, in which there is no
productive cycle. The productive cycle can however be
induced by treating these proliferating infected cells
with various agents like the tumor promoter 12-Otetradecanoyl-phorbol-13-acetate (TPA) (16) associated
with sodium butyrate (BA), anti-sIg (17) and Tumor
Growth Factor-beta (TGF-beta) (18). In these models, it
is now well established that the inducing agents activate
the transcription of two viral genes, BZLF1 and BRLF1,
whose products are viral transcription factors called
respectively EB1 (19) or ZEBRA (20), and R (21).
EB1/ZEBRA and R activate the transcription of all the
early genes, some of which are essential for viral DNA
replication, a prerequisite for the expression of most late
genes, DNA encapsidation and infectious virions
production (reviewed in (22)).

Among the early genes, some are not directly
involved in viral DNA replication. One of these genes is of
particular interest since its product, originally named EB2
(19), but later also called Mta (23) or SM (24) shares
properties with mRNA export factors. This review will
focus mainly on what is known about the function of EB2
as an mRNA export factor.
3. THE EB2 GENE AND REGULATION OF ITS
EXPRESSION
The EB2 gene is located on the viral genome in a
region containing two open reading frames (ORF) called
BSLF2 and BMLF1 (Figure 1). The BMLF1 ORF was
reported to be within a region that was the first to be
transcribed when latency was disrupted in EBV-infected
cells (25, 26). It was therefore hypothesized that the
expression of BMLF1 was necessary for the initiation of
the EBV replicative cycle. Isolation of the cDNAs
containing the BMLF1 ORF from Raji cells in which the
replicative cycle had been induced by TPA + butyrate (27),
demonstrated that four mRNAs generated by facultative
splicing and initiated at two promoters, pM and pM1,
respectively proximal and distal to BSLF2, are transcribed
from this region (Figure 1). The two longer cDNAs also
contain the BSLF1 ORF which encodes the primase.
Sequencing of the cDNAs demonstrated that the
corresponding
mRNAs
were
all
cleaved
and
polyadenylated at position 70443 and that in the unspliced
mRNAs, the BSLF2 and the BMLF1 ORFs were not in
phase. EB2 is expressed from the short spliced mRNA,
initiated at promoter pM, and is encoded by an extension of
the BSLF2 ORF. Indeed, in the short spliced mRNA, the
BSLF2 ORF termination codon is deleted by excision of an
intron and the BSLF2 ORF is prolonged until the next
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Figure 2. EB2 functional domains and interacting factors. A)- EB2 overlapping polypeptides that were fused to the C-terminus of
GST to identify functional domains and interacting proteins. RXP: Arginine-X-Proline repeats; RBD: RNA Binding Domain. B)Functional domains and interacting proteins are located on the EB2 amino acid sequence. The double arrow delineates the Nterminal fragment of EB2 (EBNter) and the C-terminal fragment of EB2 (EB2Cter). NES: Nuclear Export Signal; NLS: Nuclear
Localization signal; ARM: Arginine-Rich Motif.
termination codon, at position 70455 (Figure 1). From this
spliced mRNA, a 479 amino-acid polypeptide is expressed,
generating the EB2 protein. The BMLF1 ORF putative
protein product should not be expressed from the two small
mRNAs unless there is an internal ribosomal entry site
between the BSLF2 and the BMLF1 ORFs and this has not
as yet been established. Nevertheless, in one report, coexpression of two proteins, one initiated at the BSLF2
AUG and the other at the BMLF1 AUG have been
described in EBV-infected B cells (24). However, the
protein initiated at the BSLF2 AUG was much more
abundant than the protein initiated at the BMLF1 AUG. No
other report has mentioned the expression of the shorter
BMLF1 protein. The longer mRNAs, which also contain
the BSLF1 ORF, have not been further characterized, and it
is not known if EB2 is expressed from these mRNAs. The
EB2 gene is an early gene and in the pM promoter a
proximal AP-1 site, which is a TPA- and EB1-Responsive
Element (ZRE) (27), and a distal R-Responsive Element
(RRE) (28) have been characterized (Figure 1).
Accordingly, the EB2 gene is transcribed under the control
of both EB1/ZEBRA and R. The upstream pM1 promoter
has not yet been characterized
4. EB2 SHARES PROPERTIES
EXPORT FACTORS

WITH

transiently transfected cells it activated expression of the
chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) intronless gene
placed under the control of many different promoters (19,
26, 29, 30). However, it was later shown that the effect of
EB2 on gene expression was not promoter dependent but
reporter gene dependent and was probably posttranscriptional (27, 31). It was finally demonstrated that
EB2 has the properties of an RNA export factor and
increases the cytoplasmic accumulation of certain
intronless viral mRNAs in transient expression assays (32).
4.1. EB2 shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm
Most RNA export factors shuttle between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm and shuttling is essential for
their mRNA export function. Shuttling is dependent on two
short amino-acid sequences: a Nuclear Localization Signal
(NLS) and a Nuclear Export Signal (NES). Transfer of
RNA export factors between both compartments is
mediated by soluble receptors that bind to the NLS and
NES and interact with components of the nuclear pore
complex (NPC) (reviewed in (33)). There are two NLSs in
EB2, NLS1 and NLS2 (Figure 2B), which act
independently and can be transferred to heterologous
proteins (34). The cellular receptors that bind these NLS
and facilitate the nuclear import of EB2 are not known as
yet.

mRNA

The EB2 protein was first described as a nuclear
protein and a transactivator of gene expression as in

For the prototype RNA export factor Rev from
HIV, the nuclear export signal (35) is leucine-rich and
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interacts with CRM1 in a complex including ranGTP, a
GTPase in its GTP-bound state (36-39). CRM1 directs Rev
to the nuclear pore complex for export (reviewed in (40)).
A mutation in the leucine-rich NES of Rev impaired both
Rev shuttling and Rev-dependent export of unspliced viral
mRNAs (41). EB2 was at first also reported as being
CRM1-dependent for its cytoplasmic translocation and to
directly interact with CRM1 via a leucine–rich region
(Figure 2B) (42). It was further shown that this leucine-rich
region contains two putative NESs that when individually
fused to a fluorescent nuclear reporter protein induced its
cytoplasmic translocation in a CRM1-dependent manner
(43). However, other studies using heterokaryon assays,
reported that EB2 shuttling was CRM1-independent (44).
Indeed, the antibiotic leptomycin B (LMB), a specific
CRM1 inhibitor (45), impaired Rev- but not EB2nucleocytoplasmic shuttling. Furthermore, replacement of
the leucines by alanines in the EB2 leucine-rich region, a
mutation that abolishes the activity of the CRM1-dependent
leucine–rich NES (41), had no effect on the nucleocytoplasmic shuttling of EB2 (44). Deletion of the leucinerich region also did not affect EB2’s shuttling (34). The
final demonstration that the leucine-rich region was not a
NES came from microinjection into single nuclei of HeLa
cell polykaryons, of the fusion proteins made between the
Glutathione-S-Transferase (GST) and the EB2 overlapping
peptides A to H (Figure 2A). In these assays, GST-B was
transferred to all nuclei of the injected polykaryons,
indicating that peptide B contains both an NLS and a NES
(Figure 2B), while GST-D which contains the leucine-rich
region, remained in the injected nuclei (46). The EB2 Nterminal NES, contained in the B peptide, was transferable
and conferred CRM1 independent nucleo-cytoplasmic
shuttling to beta-galactosidase. However, although EB2
shuttles between the cytoplasm and the nucleus, it localizes
essentially to the nucleus, suggesting that the EB2 import
rate is greater than the export rate when substrate mRNAs
are limiting. This was also observed for ICP27, the HSV-1
homologue of EB2 in a study using Xenopus laevis oocytes
(47). It is noteworthy that deletion of the B region in EB2
(targeted to the nucleus by a heterologous NLS in order to
compensate for the concomitant deletion of one of the two
EB2 NLS) did not impair nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling,
suggesting that there is a second NES in EB2 (our
unpublished results). The second NES is evidently not the
leucine-rich region since the C-terminal part of EB2
(Figure 2B, EB2Cter), targeted to the nucleus by a
heterologous NLS, does not shuttle, even though it contains
the leucine-rich region (34). On the contrary, the Nterminal part of EB2 (Figure 2B, EB2Nter) which contains
the CRM-1-independent NES does shuttle (our unpublished
results). Thus, there are probably more than one NES in
EB2, all localized in the N-terminal part of the protein. It is
not yet known which cellular factor(s) binds to these Nterminal NESs of EB2 to facilitate its nuclear export.

HIV Rev (50) and RBM15/OTT1 (51)). RNA export
factors can also be recruited to RNA via interaction with
components of complexes loaded onto RNA during
splicing (52, 53), transcription elongation (54) or 5’
capping (55).

4.2 EB2 interacts with RNA in vitro and in vivo
RNA export factors can bind RNA via a domain
that directly recognizes either a specific RNA sequence (the
case for some members of the family of splicing factors
containing serine-arginine repeats (SR proteins)) (48) or a
specific RNA structure (as in the case for TAP/NXF1 (49),

4.3 EB2 interacts with cellular RNA export factors
The assembly of the export-competent mRNPs in
mammalian cells, starts with capping at the 5’-end of the
nascent RNA and subsequent binding of the cap-binding
complex composed of CBP80 and CBP20. This step is
followed by splicing-dependent deposition of the exon-

By using the GST fusion peptides depicted in
Figure 2A, in RNA mobility shift assays, it has been shown
that EB2 contains an RNA-binding domain (RBD) located
in peptide D (34). The EB2 RBD contains the motif
TRKQAR, rich in basic residues (Figure 2B, ARM:
Arginine Rich Motif), which is reminiscent of the argininerich motif TRRRER originally found in the bacteriophage
lambda N protein (56) and then in many other RNAbinding proteins including HIV-1 Rev (TRQARR) and Tat
(TRGKGR) (57, 58). The shorter RBD-containing peptide
Da (Figure 2A and Figure 2B), fused to GST, bound in
vitro with no apparent specificity to 180 and 72 nucleotide
RNAs corresponding respectively to the second exon and
the first intron of the human beta-globin gene (34). GST-Da
bound several times to both RNA molecules, and the
number of GST-Da:RNA complexes increased with
increase in GST-Da concentration. Although the RNAs
used in the in vitro binding assays were potentially highly
structured as evaluated by MFOLD (59), GST-Da bound to
both RNAs every 20 nt or so. Purified full length EB2 also
bound in vitro several times to both RNAs (our
unpublished data). It would thus appear that the RNAbinding domain of EB2 can directly interact with RNA in
vitro and occupies sites covering the entire RNA molecule,
suggesting that the EB2 RBD could unfold the RNA in
vitro.
Another RNA-binding domain has been
described for EB2 which contains several Arginine-XProline repeats (Figure 2B, RXP repeats), similar to that
present in the HSV-1 US11 protein (60). The RXP repeats
bound RNA in vitro when exposed at the C-terminus of the
GST-RXP fusion protein (61), or after proteolytic cleavage
of the GST-EB2 fusion protein and exposure at the Cterminus of the truncated protein (62). A shorter protein
initiated at the BMLF1 AUG and fused at the C-terminus of
GST also bound RNA in vitro but again the fusion protein
was degraded and the RXP domain was probably exposed
at the C-terminus of the GST-BMLF1 fusion protein (32).
However, the RXP repeats did not bind RNA when
embedded within the GST-C fusion protein and EB2Cter
which lacks the RXP repeats (Figure 2A), bound RNA in a
Northwestern assay (34). Furthermore, EB2 could be coimmunoprecipitated with target RNAs from transfected
cells when the RXP repeats were deleted (62) but not when
the RBD was deleted (34), strongly indicating that EB2
directly interacts with RNA in living cells via the RBD.
Again no specific RNA sequence or structure was
identified for directing EB2 to target RNAs in vivo.
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EB2-mediated mRNA export was severely impaired by
deletion of this region. In in vitro binding assays, EB2
interacted with the C-terminal region of REF/Aly. The
interaction was not disrupted by ribonuclease treatment,
demonstrating a direct interaction between EB2 and
REF/Aly in vitro (34). Thus EB2 appears to recruit TAP
indirectly via REF/Aly to export mRNAs.
In a yeast two-hybrid screen, human OTT3 was
identified
as
an
EB2-interacting
factor
(68).
OTT3/RBM15B is a member of the Spen family of proteins
which include human OTT1/RBM15 and SHARP (69).
These factors are characterized by several RNA
Recognition Motifs (RRMs) located at their N-termini and
by a C-terminal conserved SPOC (Spen Paralog Ortholog
C-terminal) domain. Recently, RBM15 has been described
as an mRNA export factor (51) that binds specifically via
its RRMs to the transport element RTE identified in mouse
retrotransposon unspliced mRNAs and directly interacts
with TAP/p15 via the SPOC domain, which facilitates the
nuclear export of RTE-containing mRNAs. EB2 interacts
with the SPOC domains of RBM15, OTT3 and SHARP but
it is not known at present if OTT3 and SHARP are also
RNA export factors. EB2 and TAP/p15 both interact with
the SPOC domain of OTT1 but it is not yet known whether
this is with the same or different regions in the SPOC
domain. OTT3 interacts with EB2 via amino acids 10 to 40
at the N-terminal (Figure 2B), while RBM15 and SHARP
interact with the C-terminus of EB2 (68). In conclusion,
EB2 appears to export mRNAs to which it is bound, by
directly contacting several RNA export adaptor proteins of
the TAP/p15 pathway.

Figure 3. Models for cellular mRNA export. A)- Nuclear
export of mRNAs that undergo splicing. 5’ recruitment by
CBP80 of REF/Aly bound to UAP56 in the TREX complex
is splicing dependent, probably via interaction with the
Exon Junction Complex (EJC), which is deposited on the
RNA during splicing. TAP/p15 facilitates the translocation
through the nuclear pore of the export-competent mRNP by
contacting REF/Aly. B)- The nuclear export of mRNAs
generated from intronless genes is either due to recruitment
of REF/Aly by CBP20, or by binding of SR proteins to the
mRNA. In both cases, TAP/p15 facilitates nuclear export.
CBC, Cap-Binding Complex.
junction complex (EJC) for intron-containing genes, by
cleavage and polyadenylation at the 3’end, and by the
binding of RNA-export adaptor proteins (reviewed in (63)).
Each of these steps is carried out co-transcriptionally by
distinct multi-protein complexes, which are physically and
functionally coupled (64, 65). In a more recent model
(Figure 3A), fully processed mRNPs generated from introncontaining genes are exported via 5’-end recruitment (by
CBP80) of the RNA export factor REF/Aly bound to
UAP56 in the transcription elongation complex TREX
which is stably associated with RNA probably by
interacting with the EJC complex (55). REF/Aly would
then interact with TAP/p15 that facilitates the export of
mRNPs by interacting with nucleoporins via its C-terminal
NES. For mRNPs generated from intronless genes, one
pathway of export involves binding of SR proteins 9G8 and
SRp20 to specific RNA sequences, which facilitate export
by directly recruiting TAP/p15 (48, 66) (Figure 3B). In
another alternative pathway REF/Aly would be recruited to
intronless mRNAs by CBP20, which facilitates export by
recruiting TAP/p15 (67) (Figure 3B). From the above
models, it can be concluded that in mammalian cells,
UAP56 and REF/Aly are essential mRNA export adaptors,
while TAP/p15 is a promiscuous mRNA export receptor.

4.4 EB2 induces the cytoplasmic accumulation of
mRNAs
In line with the observations that EB2 shares
properties with mRNA export factors, EB2 has been shown
to affect the cytoplasmic accumulation of both intronless
and unspliced mRNAs. However, there is little agreement
between the results obtained by different laboratories. One
report suggested that EB2 was inducing the cytoplasmic
accumulation of mRNAs generated from transfected
intronless artificial reporter genes while inhibiting the
export of mRNAs generated from transfected introncontaining artificial reporter genes (70). However, the same
laboratory also showed that EB2 exported STAT1alphaand STAT1beta-spliced mRNAs in EBV-negative B cells
(71). Other assays made use of a reporter gene called
pDM128 (Figure 4A) (72), widely used to assess if a given
protein has RNA export activity. This construction is an
artificial gene with two exons and the HIV-1 tat/rev intron
containing the CAT gene. The intron has suboptimal
signals in the 3’ splice site (73). Upon transient expression
of pDM128 pre-mRNA in cells, the intron is excised prior
to nuclear export of the RNA and little or no CAT protein
is found in the cell extract. However, if RNA export factors
are tethered to the intron via a specific RNA-binding
element, then unspliced RNAs are exported and CAT
protein can be detected in the cell extract (74). In this
assay, EB2 greatly enhanced the export of pDM128
unspliced RNAs even in the absence of a specific RNAbinding motif (Figure 4A) (44). In another assay, the wild

EB2, REF/Aly and TAP co-immunoprecipitate
from living cells but this complex is disrupted by
ribonuclease treatment, suggesting that it is stabilized by
RNA (34). Interestingly, the REF/Aly interaction domain in
EB2 was located in the leucine-rich region (Figure 2B) and
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thalassemic mRNAs (Figure 4B) (44, 61). Most of the early
and late EBV mRNAs are generated from intron-less genes,
and in transient expression assays EB2 increases the export
of some of these mRNAs (32, 77). However, when an
intron was added to some of these otherwise intronless
genes, then EB2 had no effect on the already efficient
export of the mRNAs that had undergone splicing (Figure
4C) (32, 77). In conclusion, in transient expression assays,
EB2 increases the cytoplasmic accumulation (export) of
mRNAs generated from intronless genes as well as of
unspliced mRNAs generated from introns containing genes
but only if they contain facultative or cryptic splice sites.
It should be stressed that an EB2 region essential
for its effect on the export of intron-containing and
intronless mRNAs has been located in the 35 amino acids
at the C-terminal (78). However, mutagenesis in this region
mostly generated EB2 proteins that were abnormally
distributed in the nucleus as dense separate foci,
representing insoluble aggregates in which EB2 was
inactive. Moreover, as compared to the diffuse
nucleoplasmic localization of wt EB2, several overlapping
deletions covering the 250 amino acids at the EB2 Cterminal generated the same phenotype - dense separate
nuclear foci (Figure 5, our unpublished results) - and these
EB2 mutants were inactive in an RNA-export assay (61).
This suggests that the C-terminal part of EB2 is highly
structured and that disruption of the structure induces
aggregation and inactivation of the protein. It should also
be noted that as EB2 has been reported to self-associate in
vitro, via a region located in the 200 amino acids at the Cterminal (79), it is also possible that inactivation of selfassociation induces aggregation and inactivation of EB2 in
vivo.

Figure 4. EB2 exports unspliced and intronless mRNAs.
A)-Schematic representation of pDM128, of the CAT
activity and of the spliced (S) or unspliced (U) cytoplasmic
mRNAs expressed in the absence or presence of EB2. B)Schematic representation of pUCbeta128SV and
pUCbeta∆128SV carrying the wt human beta globin gene
or its beta thalassemia variant respectively, under the
control of the SV40 early promoter. Only splicing of the
first intron has been assessed by RT-PCR using primers pA
and pB. Similar amounts of spliced wt beta globin mRNA
is exported in the presence or absence of EB2 (–EB2/+EB2
under the reporter plasmid pUCbeta128SV). Four RNAs
are expressed from the beta-thalassemia reporter plasmid,
1: unspliced RNA; 2,3 and 4: spliced RNAs generated by
the use of three facultative cryptic 5’ splice sites. In the
presence of EB2, the unspliced RNA is the major RNA
species exported (the thickness of the schematic mRNAs is
directly proportional to the efficiency of their export). C)The viral BdRF1 intronless reporter gene generates an
mRNA that is only exported in the presence of EB2. No
effect by EB2 on the export of the BdRF1 mRNA that has
undergone splicing is detected.

5. MOLECULAR GENETICS OF EB2
In order to study the function of EB2 in the
context of the EBV productive cycle, an EBV mutant was
generated in which the EB2 gene was deleted. The mutated
viral genome was then introduced into 293 cells and one
cell clone called 293BMLF1-KO was selected. (80). In order to
induce the productive cycle of EBV in cells latently
infected with the virus, it is necessary and sufficient to
transiently express the EBV transcription factor
EB1/ZEBRA which is the activator of both EBV early gene
expression, including that of EB2, and viral DNA
replication. The amount of virions produced by the
293BMLF1-KO cells can be evaluated by infecting B cells with
the 293BMLF1KO supernatant. Due to the constitutive
expression of the GFP protein from the EBV recombinant
genome, infected cells are bright green under UV light and
can be quantified by FACS analysis. In this assay, 293
BMLF1-KO cells harbouring the EB2-defective EBV genome
only produced infectious EBV particles when both EB1 and
EB2 were transiently expressed, demonstrating that EB2 is
essential for the production of infectious virions (80).

type human beta-globin gene and its thalassemic allele
were used (Figure 4B) (75, 76). The beta-thalassemic gene
contains a G-to-A transition at position one of the first
intron which causes the activation of three cryptic 5’ splice
sites. In this assay, EB2 had no effect on the nuclear export
of wt spliced beta-globin mRNA, but strongly increased the
export of unspliced beta-thalassemic RNA which was
associated with a decreased export of spliced beta-

In this transcomplementation assay, it was shown
that most of the late viral mRNAs but only a subset of the
early viral mRNAs are exported by EB2 (Figure 6). This
was achieved by semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis (77,
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Figure 5. Deletions in the C-terminal half of EB2 induce its nuclear aggregation. A)- Schematic representation of EB2 Cterminal amino acid deletions. B)- Nuclear distribution in dense separate nuclear foci of EB2 mutated proteins expressed in Cos-1
cells, as visualized by indirect immunofluorescence.
80) and by oligonucleotide arrays (81). These results have
important implications. Firstly, the inefficient export of the
early mRNAs encoding the primase and the DNA
polymerase in 293 BMLF1-KO cells expressing EB1 alone, was
associated with poor (77) or absent (81) viral DNA
replication. As viral DNA replication is a prerequisite for
the expression of the late viral genes, the defect in late
mRNA expression in the absence of EB2 could be the
consequence of poor replication of the viral DNA.
However, although transfection of primase and DNA
polymerase expression vectors in 293BMLF1-KO cells together
with EB1 partially rescued DNA replication, the transfected
cells produced no infectious virions (81). This could be due
to the fact that the expression of the single stranded DNAbinding protein is also EB2-dependent (80). Thus
expression vectors for the single stranded DNA-binding
protein should have been co-transfected together with
expression vectors for EB1, the primase, and the DNA
polymerase, to efficiently rescue DNA replication.
Nevertheless, about 12 late genes were detectably
expressed in 293BMLF1-KO cells in which DNA replication
was partially rescued, indicating that replication per se
increases the expression of some late genes and that the
corresponding mRNAs were exported in the absence of
EB2. It is noteworthy that their export was further
increased by EB2. However, in conditions that partially
rescued replication, the majority of the late mRNAs were

strictly dependent on EB2 to be exported. These results
suggest that EB2 is required for the efficient export of the
majority of the viral late mRNAs, and for the production of
infectious virions. Secondly, expression in 293BMLF1-KO
cells of both EB1 and an EB2 mutant with the REF/Aly
interacting domain deleted, induced viral DNA replication
efficiently but very inefficiently rescued the production of
infectious virions (80). This strongly suggests that EB2
mainly exports late viral mRNAs via the REF/TAP
pathway and that the early mRNAs encoding proteins
essential for the replication of viral DNA are exported by
EB2 via another pathway. Thirdly, the absolute
requirement of EB2 for the efficient production of
infectious virions has also been linked to a defect in the
intranuclear assembly of capsids but this was expected
since EB2 is required for the efficient export of the mRNAs
encoding the capsid proteins (77).
It is clear from the transcomplementation assay,
that some early and most late EBV mRNAs are exported by
EB2. Although most of these mRNAs are generated from
intronless genes, EB2 also exports unspliced viral mRNAs.
Indeed, the EBV BLLF1 late gene contains an intron and
both spliced and unspliced BLLF1 mRNAs must be
exported to generate respectively gp220 and gp340, two
glycoproteins essential for the infection of cells by EBV
(82). When 293 BMLF1-KO cells, were transfected with EB1
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Figure 6. EB2 exports a subset of early and late viral mRNAs. The mRNAs exported by EB2 characterized by RT-PCR and
oligonucleotide arrays, are indicated in red italics over and under the schematic representation of the viral genome (DNA). Their
location and the orientation of their synthesis are indicated by black arrowheads. The protein encoded by each mRNAs exported
by EB2 is also indicated. IR1: Internal Repeats 1.
domain deleted efficiently rescued the production of
infectious viral particles (our unpublished results).
However, since this EB2 mutant still potentially
interacts with RBM15/OTT1, this result is not so
surprising as these proteins could transcomplement each
others function. Finally, none of the EB2 mutants
generated in the C-terminal 35 amino acids that
localized abnormally in the nucleus, rescued the
production of infectious virions by 293BMLF1-KO cells
(78). In conclusion: 1) DNA replication and EB2 are
both required for an efficient nuclear export of the
majority of late viral genes, probably mostly mediated
by the REF/TAP pathway; 2) EB2-mediated export of
early genes probably depends on a pathway that does not
involve REF; 3) many early and some late intronless
viral mRNAs are efficiently exported in the absence of
EB2 via pathways that have not as yet been identified.

alone, only the spliced mRNA was expressed and
exported, whereas when both EB1 and EB2 were
expressed the export of the unspliced mRNA was
induced and the export of the spliced RNA remained as
efficient as when EB1 was expressed alone (77).
Therefore, EB2 also exports unspliced viral mRNAs
carrying facultative splice sites, which is in agreement
with what was observed in transient expression assays
using heterologous genes (see 4.4).
Using the transcomplementation assay, it was
also shown that the EB2 mutant lacking the RNAbinding domain did not rescue the production of
infectious virions by 293BMLF1-KO cells, suggesting that
EB2-binding to RNA in vivo is required for the
production of EBV-infectious virions (34). On the
contrary, EB2 with the OTT3 N-terminal binding
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REF and TAP/p15 (86). In addition, UL69 (97), ICP27
(83), EB2 (34) and ORF57 (86) bind to RNA in vitro and in
vivo, but the binding is not sequence or structure specific.
Surprisingly, RNA-binding of UL69 is not a prerequisite
for the nuclear export of unspliced pDM128 mRNAs (97).
Nevertheless, since EB2, ICP27, UL69 and ORF57 bind
non-specifically to viral RNAs in vivo and recruit adaptor
proteins to export RNAs via the REF/TAP pathway, it
could have been expected that they would trancomplement
each other in the export of viral mRNAs and in the
production of infectious virions. Yet, when inserted into a
HSV1 ICP27-null mutant, EB2 did not efficiently
complement ICP27 in inducing the production of infectious
virions (98). When provided in trans, neither ICP27, UL69
(80) nor KSHV ORF57 (88) complemented EB2, in
inducing the production of infectious virions from
293BMLF1-KO cells. These results suggest that some of the
known RNA-binding proteins that coat cellular mRNPs
during their biogenesis bind preferentially to specific subpopulations of viral mRNPs and specifically recruit one or
the other of the herpes virus export factors. The observation
that EB2, ICP27, UL69 and ORF57 are absolutely required
for the export of viral mRNAs and the production of
infectious virions, strongly suggests that viral mRNAs
inefficiently bind REF or other RNA export adaptors in the
absence of viral export factors.

Figure 7. Functional domains and factors that interact with
EB2 and with its functional homologues. Schematic
representation of the functional domains of EB2, HSV-1
ICP27, KSHV ORF57 and CMV UL69 and of the regions
that interact with cellular factors. RBD: RNA Binding
Domain; ARM: Arginine Rich Motif; RGG: Arginine
Glycine rich motif; RS: Arginine Serine rich motif.
6. HSV1 ICP27, KSHV ORF57 AND CMV UL69 DO
NOT COMPLEMENT EB2 IN VIRUS PRODUCTION
Several human herpes viruses carry a gene in their
genome whose product is functionally similar to EB2, for
example, the Herpes Simplex virus type 1 (HSV1) protein
ICP27 (47, 83, 84), the Cytomegalovirus (CMV) protein
UL69 (85), and the Kaposi’s Sarcoma-associated Herpes
Virus (KSHV) protein ORF 57 (86) (Figure 7). At least for
HSV1 and KSHV, the respective deletion of the ICP27 (87)
and ORF57 (88) genes, abolished both the production of
infectious viral particles and the cytoplasmic accumulation
of specific viral mRNAs, demonstrating that, like EB2,
ICP27 and ORF57 are essential viral factors.

7. THE mRNA EXPORT FUNCTION OF EB2 IS
REGULATED BY PROTEIN KINASE CK2
EB2 is a nuclear phosphoprotein (99) which is
phosphorylated by protein kinase CK2 (24) but whether
CK2 binds to EB2 or whether EB2 phosphorylation by
CK2 affects its mRNA export function had not been
established. Protein Kinase CK2 is a heterotetrameric
complex consisting of a stable association of two catalytic
subunits (alpha or alpha’) and two regulatory beta subunits
(Figure 8), that phosphorylates many various substrates
localized in different cellular compartments (for a review
see, (100)). However, free populations of CK2 subunits can
also exist within the same cell (101). Both CK2 subunits
are independently targeted to the nucleus where they
exhibit differential mobility and CK2alpha but not
CK2beta, shuttles between the nucleus and the cytoplasm.
Thus, CK2 can act not only as a hetero-tetrameric
holoenzyme but also as free populations of both subunits,
either alone or in association with different partners, and in
different subcellular compartments.

Importantly, like EB2, HSV1 ICP27 (47, 84), CMV
UL69 (89) and KSHV ORF57 (86) shuttle between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm in a CRM1-independent manner.
Like EB2, they also induce the cytoplasmic accumulation
of some but not all viral mRNAs (85, 90, 91), by
interacting with cellular adaptors of the TAP/p15 receptor
pathway (Figure 7). The CMV UL69 protein interacts with
the DEXD/H-box RNA helicase UAP56 (85), a cellular
factor that in metazoans appears to interact with REF/Aly
which in turn makes contact with TAP/p15. UL69 also
interacts with the human homologue of yeast Spt6 (92), a
histone H3-H4 chaperone that maintains native chromatin
structure behind elongating RNA Pol II (93) and mediates
nucleosome reassembly at promoters during transcriptional
repression in yeast (94). Human Spt6 binds RNA Pol II as
well as Iws1, which associate with REF/Aly (95). Thus
interaction of UL69 with both Spt6 and UAP56 likely
mediates the efficient recruitment of TAP/p15 for the
export of intronless viral mRNAs. ICP27 interacts with
REF and TAP/p15 (47, 84) and with the splicing factor
SRp20 that binds directly to TAP, although a function of
SRp20 in ICP27-mediated mRNA export has not been
documented (96). The KSHV ORF57 also interacts with

Our recent in vitro studies (102) show that both
the CK2 alpha catalytic subunit and the beta regulatory
subunit bind individually but more efficiently as the
alpha2beta2 heterotetrameric holoenzyme, to the region
containing the N-terminal NES of EB2 (Figure 8). It is
evident that docking of CK2 or of CK2 subunits in the
region containing the NES does not interfere with the
nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling of EB2. It is also unlikely that
CK2 alpha participates in the nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling
of EB2 since EB2 shuttling is resistant to the CRM1
inhibitor leptomycin B (34) whereas this inhibits CK2
alpha shuttling (101). The alpha subunit and more
efficiently the beta subunit also bind individually in vitro at
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Figure 8. EB2 interacts with and is phosphorylated by proteine kinase CK2. Individual CK2 subunits interact with both the Nand C-terminus of EB2 in vitro. The heterotetrameric CK2 also binds to the N-terminus of EB2, whereas incubation of the
heterotetrameric CK2 with the C-terminus of EB2 leads to efficient binding of the beta-subunit and weak binding of the alpha
subunit (the thickness of the arrows is directly proportional to the efficiency of binding). The N-terminal CK2 phosphorylation
sites are shown, including serines 55, 56 and 57. The EB2 regions interacting with OTT3, REF and TAP are also shown.

Figure 9. Models for EB2-mediated mRNA export. The viral mRNAs do not bind REF efficiently or other export adaptors in the
absence of EB2. EB2 is recruited to early and late intronless mRNAs by different factors that by as yet unknown mechanisms,
direct the binding of EB2 to RNAs, the recruitment by EB2 of different export adaptors and the export of the mRNAs.
the C-terminus of EB2 (Figure 8). Interestingly, when the
holoenzyme is incubated in vitro with the EB2 C-terminal
295 amino acids, the beta subunit binds much more
efficiently than the alpha subunit. This suggests that
interaction of CK2 with the C-terminus of EB2 destabilizes
the heterotetrameric enzyme, leading to efficient binding of
the beta subunit alone, and weak binding of the alpha
subunit, alone and/or as a heterotetrameric complex.

between amino acids 1 and 60, upstream of the CK2
binding site, and include the three serines S55, S56 and S57
located next to the NES (Figure 8). EB2 and CK2 co-purify
as a complex from living cells, and in this complex, CK2
phosphorylates EB2 at all N-terminal sites. However,
among several phosphorylation mutants generated, only the
substitution of the three serines 55, 56 and 57 by alanines
(mutant EB2S3A) had a functional effect unlike their
replacement by glutamates (mutant EB2S3E). Indeed, the
EB2 phosphorylation ablation mutant EB2S3A inefficiently
rescued the production of infectious virions by 293BMLF1KO

Only the N-terminus of EB2 is phosphorylated by
CK2 in vitro. All the phosphorylation sites are located
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cells, whereas the EB2 phosphomimetic mutant EB2S3E
was as efficient as wild type EB2. Although the three
serines 55, 56 and 57 are located next to the NES, their
mutation to alanine or glutamate residues did not affect the
nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling of EB2. Rather, and in line
with the mRNA export function of EB2, the incapacity of
EB2S3A to rescue infectious virus production was
associated with the inefficient cytoplasmic accumulation of
several late mRNAs, including those encoding the EBV
capsid proteins. This strongly suggests that the mRNA
export function of EB2, and as a consequence the
production of infectious virus, is regulated by protein
kinase CK2. However, why CK2 phosphorylation of EB2
at the level of at least one of the Ser-55, -56 and -57
residues, is critical for the efficient export of several viral
late mRNAs is not known at present. It is noteworthy that
phosphorylation per se is not required, since EB2S3E is
functionally equivalent to EB2wt. It is also not known what
function is associated with the binding of the alpha and beta
subunits to the EB2 C-terminus.

polymerase processivity factor BMRF1, in EBV-infected B
cells in which the lytic cycle was induced by TPA +
butyrate. Taken together, these results suggest that Sp110b
stabilizes some EBV mRNAs by interacting with EB2,
leading to enhanced EB2-mediated export of these mRNAs
in EBV infected cells undergoing lytic replication.
However, apart from the BMRF1 mRNA, the Sp110b/EB2
viral mRNA targets have not as yet been defined.
9. PERSPECTIVES
Although it is now well documented that EB2 has
the properties of an RNA export factor, the final proof that
EB2 is an RNA export factor would be to inject EB2 into
the nucleus of Xenopus laevis oocytes, together with 32Plabeled mRNAs which are known to be exported or not by
EB2, in the presence or absence of an excess of the TAP
binding RNA motif CTE. In this assay, would EB2
specifically export mRNAs? Several other important
questions remain unanswered. There appear to be several
NESs in EB2. Where are they precisely located and what
are the cellular factors facilitating EB2’s shuttling? EB2
binds RNA in vitro and in vivo, but no specific sequence or
structure required for binding have been identified. What
makes an RNA a target for EB2-mediated mRNA export?
Is EB2 recruited co-transcriptionally to the viral mRNPs
and if so by which complex? EB2 interacts with several
cellular RNA export factors of the TAP/p15 pathway,
REF/Aly, OTT1 and perhaps OTT3 (Figure 9). What is the
contribution of these factors to the EB2-mediated nuclear
export of viral mRNPs ? In particular, which EBV mRNAs
are exported in 293BMLF1-KO cells expressing EB1 and EB2
with the regions interacting with REF/TAP, OTT3 and/or
OTT1 deleted? The three-dimensional structure of EB2 or
EB2 sub-domains should be established alone or in
association with RNA or with the SPOC domain of OTT3
and OTT1. How does the phosphorylation of EB2 on
serines 55, 56 and 57 control its function and how is this
phosphorylation itself regulated? Is docking of CK2
essential for EB2 phosphorylation? Does EB2-bound CK2
phosphorylate viral and/or cellular proteins? Last but not
least, why is EB2 essential for the nuclear export of just
some viral mRNPs, and why can’t its function be
transcomplemented by HSV-1 ICP27 or CMV UL69?
These are challenging studies for the future.

8. EB2 INTERACTS WITH THE PML BODY
PROTEIN Sp110b
The nucleus of mammalian cells contains several
nuclear domains or foci, which contain multiple proteins.
These nuclear bodies include nucleoli, PML bodies (also
called ND10), splicing speckles, Cajal bodies and
paraspeckles. The proteins found in these subnuclear
structures interact dynamically with one or the other of
these bodies, and are involved in different nuclear
functions, such as ribosome biogenesis, transcription and
RNA splicing. EB2 has been found to interact with Sp110b,
a splice variant of the PML body Sp110 component (103).
PML bodies contain about 80 proteins involved in
transcription, DNA repair, splicing, histone modification,
and chromatin remodeling. These proteins interact
dynamically with the PML bodies and can also be found in
the nucleolus, in splicing speckles and at telomeres. More
importantly, PML bodies have been described as
facilitating the transcription and replication of doublestranded DNA viral genomes (reviewed in (104)).
EB2/SM has been found to interact with and to
induce the expression of Sp110b (105) which has been
shown to act as a transcriptional repressor of retinoic acid
receptor alpha (106). The interaction between EB2/SM and
Sp110b was first observed in a yeast two-hybrid screen and
confirmed by co-immunoprecipitation from transfected
HeLa cells. In transient expression assays, it was shown
that Sp110b had no effect on the expression of intronless
heterologous reporter genes, but enhanced EB2/SMmediated activation of the target genes. The effect was
post-transcriptional, and Sp110b prolonged the half-life of
a target intronless heterologous mRNA in the presence of
EB2/SM. It was further shown by transient expression
assays, that EB2/SM induced the expression of Sp110b in
both B lymphocytes and epithelial cells, and that Sp110b
was induced during EBV replication in Burkitt’s lymphoma
cells and gastric epithelial cells. Finally, siRNA partial
inhibition of Sp110b expression modestly but clearly
decreased the expression of one EBV gene, the DNA
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